Cuckney Castle, Nottinghamshire

the first to link the earthworks around the
churchyard to the castle. He suggested they
represented a motte and bailey of around 1.2ha
which contained St Mary’s Church⁹ (Fig. 2a). The
site was subsequently Scheduled as the
‘relatively well preserved’ earthworks of an
adulterine motte and bailey of around 2.4ha
that included earthworks north of the church¹⁰
(Fig. 2b). Despite misgivings about the
earthworks¹¹ Speight questioned the dating due
to the presence of a motte and proposed that
the site may have been in use both before and
after the Anarchy.¹² Creighton also found
interpretation of the earthworks problematic¹³
but ultimately mapped a similar (though slightly
larger) layout to Barley (Fig. 3). The idea that the
church is within the castle has been highlighted
as providing important evidence for
understanding the relationship between castle
and church in early medieval England.¹⁴
However, the lack of consensus on which parts
of the castle the various earthworks represent,
or even how big it was, suggest that had there
not been a documentary reference to a castle
in Cuckney the earthworks would not have been
so readily identified as one on morphological
grounds. Indeed, scholars examining the site
after Barley have found it necessary to plead
special circumstances for why the motte cannot
easily be identified, or why there seems to be
no trace of the circuit of defences to the south
or east of the church.¹⁵ The ‘elephant in the
room’, that perhaps it is difficult to trace a motte
and bailey in the earthworks because there is
not one there, seems to have escaped notice!
Recent archaeological investigations¹⁶ have
allowed the earthworks to be mapped in detail
for the first time using a combination of
subjective and objective field survey with GPS
and total station, and newly captured high
resolution LiDAR data. Parts of the site were
surveyed using magnetometer and ground
penetrating radar, followed by the excavation
of two trenches and five test pits.¹⁷ Combined
fieldwalking and metal detector survey of some
of the fields in the parish has also begun in order
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Cuckney:
Cuckney is located in north west
Nottinghamshire. This large parish contained
multiple townships.¹ The church of St Mary,
located on the inside of a bend in the River
Poulter, is today somewhat isolated to the north
of the settlement (Fig. 1). The valley of the
Poulter has been subject to significant alteration
to provide water power for mills and to create
water meadows.² The industrialisation of the
area from the late eighteenth century³ lead to
an increased population, and in the second half
of the nineteenth century a sub-rectangular
parcel of land was added to the west of the
original churchyard to provide more burial
space. This extension is surrounded by a stonerevetted ha-ha on the north, west and south
sides and is labelled 'Castle hill' on late
nineteenth century maps.⁴
The Castle:
Cuckney castle has entered the literature as a
rare example of an extant adulterine motte and
bailey constructed during the Anarchy, but
despite this it has seen little detailed study. In
his History of Nottinghamshire, published in
1677, Thoroton noted: ‘Thomas [de Cuckney]
was nourished in the kings court, and after the
death of Richard his father, held that land by the
service aforesaid⁵ of the said king well and in
peace until the old war: and then he made
himself a castle in the said land of Cuckney; for
this Thomas was a warlike man (or soldier) in
the whole war. And after the said war, the
kingdom of England being pacified, and king
Henry the second reigning, he founded the
abbey of Welbeck’.⁶ This information is the sum
total known of a castle at Cuckney from original
medieval sources.⁷
There is no indication in the documents of
where in Cuckney the castle was located. In an
adjunct to a paper on the discovery of some
skeletons under Cuckney church,⁸ Barley was
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Figure 1: Location of earthworks and St Mary's church (red star) in Cuckney. Hillshade model derived from
0.25m LiDAR Digital Terrain Model (DTM) overlain on modern OS map. Figure by the author from original
data supplied by Bluesky. This and all subsequent figures, unless otherwise noted, are by and © the author,
all rights reserved.

Figure 2: Suggested extent and layout of Cuckney castle according to: a) Barley (1951); b) Historic England
(HE 2020a). Key: 'M' = motte; 'I' = inner bailey; 'O' = outer bailey; '?' boundary of site uncertain in this location
(a - 'there are no signs of the limits of the caste on the east side, nor on the south side' (Barley 1951, 28); b
- 'the ditch does not appear to have extended along the east side of the inner bailey ... This indicates that
the original entrance would have occupied this side' (HE 2020a)). Map based on Ordnance Survey 25" to 1
mile Second Edition, and original survey data (church outline). The layouts depicted in these figures are based
on the written descriptions and measurements in the sources mapped onto the visible earthworks.
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Figure 3: Left: Suggested extent and layout of Cuckney
castle according to Creighton (1998, Fig 6.7, and
Creighton and Wright 2016, fig 7.3). For key to
labelling see caption of Figure 2. Note reversal of
direction of OS hachures that produces a more circular
and more central motte. Extension of inner bailey into
area marked '*' is inferred from Creighton’s outer
bailey to the east, but Creighton and Wright do not
map the boundaries of the inner bailey in this location.

Figure 4: Above: Location of recent archaeological
investigation at Cuckney. Aerial view looking south,
with St Mary's church and earthworks in the
foreground and Church Warsop in the far distance
over Cuckney hill (south of 'r'). Key: 1, 2) excavation
trenches; p) location of test pits; f) fields subject to
fieldwalking and metal detector survey; g) location of
geophysical survey (magnetometer and/or GPR). The
original road from Mansfield to Worksop (Sandy Lane)
snakes its way between r and r'. Image courtesy of,
and ©, Robin Orr.
Figure 5: Left: Topographic survey underway in the
churchyard in 2015, looking west from near the
church tower. The westernmost leg (furthest from the camera) of the robotic total station in the foreground
is in the eastern side of ditch g (Fig 6) and the leaning gravestone far right subsides into it from the other
side. The figure with the second total station at mid right is just west of bank f. Linear bank c can be seen in
the background on the rising ground in front of the yew trees.
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The second trench was sited to investigate an
anomaly identified by GPR, along with an earthwork bank and ditch (Fig. 6:1). Three intercutting north-south aligned linear features
were discovered running parallel to the break
of slope at the top of the hill. The earliest was
a ditch c. 2.5m wide and 0.6m deep. Slight
traces of a bank were located to the east. This
ditch appears to have been substantially silted
up²¹ by the time a slot, approximately 0.5m
wide and 0.45m deep, was dug into the fill and
eastern edge of the ditch. A spread of pebbly
sand filled and sealed the slot and formed a
bank over and to the east of it. The slot was
interpreted as a palisade trench retaining a
bank to the east. The shape of the slot in the
south facing section suggested at least one of
the posts may have been deliberately removed
by being forced to the west (outwards) to
loosen it; the pebbly bank material fell into the
slot left by removal of the posts and slumped,
or was spread, westwards.
No ditch associated with the palisade was found
and the high stone content indicated that the
bank material could not have been dug from
the immediate geological substratum, which is
largely devoid of pebbles.²² The bank contained
fresh sherds of pottery, metalworking slag and
amorphous fragments of solidified lead
throughout its profile. If the vessels were in
broadly contemporary use²³ the assemblage is
likely to be twelfth century in date.²⁴ It comprised entirely jars, many of them sooted,
suggesting the assemblage does not represent
a normal accumulation of domestic waste.²⁵
Following destruction of the palisade a broadly
circular cobble spread, possibly hard standing,
was laid in the overlying soils. Tiny sherds of
pottery crushed into the cobbles were twelfth
to thirteenth century in date.²⁶ This area then
appears to have been abandoned as no more
artefacts were deposited until the nineteenth
century. During WWII a trench was cut into the
eastern side of the bank.²⁷
No evidence for the purpose of the palisade was
encountered: no post holes or post pads to

to investigate the landscape context of the
settlement¹⁸ (Fig. 4).
The earthwork survey and LiDAR have allowed
the site to be mapped in detail (Fig. 5). The
results (Fig. 6; Tables 1 & 2; Figs. 7-8) indicate
that the earthworks are located on sloping
ground on the edge of the valley of the River
Poulter and extend onto the flank of a spur of
land projecting northwards into the valley (Fig.
9). The ground immediately to the south of the
earthworks is at the same elevation as the top
of the western bank of the ha-ha (Fig. 6:c; Fig.
7:E-E').
The geophysical surveys were unable to locate
any trace of a continuation of a ditch to the
south of the church on the extrapolated line of
the ha-ha ditch, where it has been suggested
it should exist as a buried feature.¹⁹ Other than
graves and service pipes, most of the
anomalies detected in the surveys
corresponded to earthworks visible on the
ground or in the LiDAR data.
One of the excavation trenches was sited to
investigate earthwork terracing on the valley
side close to the modern crossing of the River
Poulter. The terracing proved to be later
twentieth century landscaping and has
obliterated any surface traces of earthworks
that might previously have existed here. A
sequence of deposits were sealed beneath the
landscaping. The earliest was a cultivation soil
containing a large quantity of abraded late
Saxon to Norman pottery as well as iron objects,
a fragment of pierced lead sheet, non-ferrous
metalworking mould fragments and a piece of
gritstone quern or millstone. The density of
artefacts in this deposit, together with fresh
sherds of late Saxon pottery re-deposited in the
landscaping soil, suggested there had been late
Saxon occupation in the immediate vicinity of
the trench.
Analysis of the pottery demonstrated that
cultivation ceased in the first half of the twelfth
century:²⁰ following this no more waste was
spread until this area was returned to cultivation
in the late seventeenth century.
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Figure 6: Earthworks recorded at Cuckney. For interpretation see Table 1. The mapped earthworks are based
on subjective and objective field survey (Gaunt and Crossley 2016) and 0.25m resolution LiDAR DTM data.
The basemap and contours (at 1m intervals) are derived from the LiDAR data; elevation is indicated by colours
ranging from high (brown) to low (green). Note how the canalised River Poulter is to the north of the lowest
part of the floodplain: the medieval river likely flowed closer to the edge of the earthworks. Figure created
using original data supplied by Bluesky.

Figure 7: Location of intrusive archaeological investigations and cross sections of the earthworks at Cuckney
displayed in Figure 8, overlain on a shaded relief model with a vertical exaggeration factor of 4 derived from the
LiDAR DTM data. Elevation is indicated by colour, grading from high (yellow) to low (purple). Boundaries and
buildings are redrawn from Sanderson's 1835 map. Note that in Sanderson's time the churchyard had not yet
been extended, while there is a different road layout crossing the Poulter to the west of the earthworks, pre-dating
the causeway established when the course of the A60 was driven through in the later nineteenth century. Key:
'1' trench 1; '2' trench 2. Figure created using original data supplied by Bluesky.
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Figure 8: Cross sections of the earthworks at Cuckney. X axis = distance along transect in metres. Y axis = height
above Ordnance Survey Datum in metres. Labelling of features follows Figure 5. Additional labels: Ch - original
churchyard; Bo - modern churchyard boundary with grave soil built up against; Po - River Poulter; Ve - area of
dense vegetation the LiDAR could not penetrate, creating a false feature; Cf - extrapolated elevation data
produced when church building was removed from LiDAR DTM; Pa - modern path to church; Ro - modern road.
Note even with the high resolution of the 0.25m LiDAR the vertical revetments of the ha-ha (b) are not recorded.
Profile D-D' gives an indication of the natural shape of the ground against which the minor human modifications
seen in E-E' and F-F' can be considered. Figures created using original data supplied by Bluesky.

Figure 9: Cuckney church and earthworks, looking south-east in summer 2018. In the foreground the River
Poulter is hidden in the strip of greener vegetation. Beyond this, in the mid right of the photograph, is the
spur of land west of the churchyard with trench 2 under excavation at its summit and trench 1 below, close
to the A60. The churchyard occupies the flank of the spur to the east (left) and the lower land of the valley
side. The D shaped enclosure and banks and channels can be seen in front of the churchyard. Beyond is the
village of Cuckney. In the far distance the 'mountain' is the spoil heap of Welbeck colliery. Image courtesy of,
and ©, Jake Howlett, all rights reserved.
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support a walkway or to contain the back of a
box rampart were encountered. However, the
WWII trench may well have destroyed such
evidence had it originally been present, while
the narrow width of the excavation trench
would have made detection of such features
difficult even had they survived.²⁸
The test pits (Fig. 10) were excavated to
investigate the development of the settlement.
Historic mapping suggests that part of the
settlement may have had a regular two row
linear plan²⁹ aligned on Norton Lane, extending
south from the church, and the test pits were
located in what historic mapping suggested
may have been two abandoned tofts in this
row. However, most of the test pits revealed a
sequence of cultivation soils, the earliest of
which was late Saxon. The pottery was present
in much lower densities than in trench one and
was more consistent with a manuring scatter
in fields close to a settlement core. Part of an
east-west ditch or hollow way on the alignment
of the possible tofts was encountered in the
southern part of the area investigated. The
finds suggested that the toft to the south of this
ditch had first become occupied in the second
half of the twelfth century,³⁰ but that the space
to the north remained under cultivation.
The fieldwalking and metal detector survey also
indicated that the modern fields to the south
east of the church were part of the cultivated
land of the settlement. It also produced several
items of twelfth or early thirteenth century
metalwork including a buckle with traces of
gilding,³¹ a gilded harness pendant with incised
decoration including Ringerike style tendrils³²
and a buckle plate that was destroyed, while
still attached to its buckle (and perhaps also the
wearer), by a bladed object such as a sword or
axe³³ (Fig. 11). These items were found close to
the route of the former main road from
Mansfield to Worksop that passed to the east
of Cuckney.³⁴ Whether there is any link
between the cutting of the buckle-plate and
any of the acts for which Thomas de Cuckney

wished to atone when he founded Welbeck
Abbey³⁵ belongs to the realms of speculation!
Discussion:
The archaeological evidence suggests that there
was a settlement on the south bank of the River
Poulter by the late Saxon period:³⁶ this
settlement probably covered much of the area
inside the loop of the river today occupied by
the church and churchyard, but does not seem
to have extended southwards, away from the
river,³⁷ where the cultivated land was located.
It is probable that St Mary's stands on the site
of the Domesday church³⁸ and consequently
this settlement is likely to be, at least part of,
the Cuckney that was held by Richard of Hugh
fitz Baldric at Domesday.³⁹
There appear to have been significant changes
to the settlement during the twelfth century:
land in the heart of the settlement, close to the
river, was abandoned, while former agricultural
land south of the church was occupied for the
first time. There is debate on the mechanisms
underlying such changes,⁴⁰ but ‘it may be in
locally prevailing conditions that the causes can
be found’.⁴¹ At Cuckney the documentary
reference to Thomas having built a castle during
the Anarchy, around the time these changes
were occurring, may be significant. It is possible
that the castle was built to the west of the
church, disrupting the original heart of the
settlement. The imposition of castles on existing
settlements is known through documentary and
archaeological evidence;⁴² it has been suggested
that the construction of a castle at Wood Walton,
Cambridgeshire, lead to desertion of tenements
and caused significant disruption to local people
and resources.⁴³ However, despite Thomas being
a ‘warlike man’ he was also the local lord, and it
seems unlikely that he would have harmed his
interests by extirpating the villagers to make way
for a castle. More likely he would move them so
they could continue to provide rent and labour.⁴⁴
The settlement along Norton Lane, to the south
of the church, may be where residents displaced
by the castle were moved to.
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Figure 10: Test pits under excavation in paddock to south of St Mary's church, Cuckney, looking NNW towards
the church. Inset left: volunteer excavating test pit; inset right: hone (sharpening stone) of quartz mica schist
probably imported from Norway found during the test pitting.

Figure 11: Recent metal finds of possible Anarchy period date from Cuckney. a) Copper alloy buckle frame
with traces of gilding, cast, with separate sheet metal pin rest. b) Sheet copper alloy buckle plate with gilding.
It retains part of the bar of the buckle frame. The way the plate and bar have deformed, in conjunction with
a cut edge, indicate the buckle had received a heavy blow from a bladed weapon. c) Cast copper alloy pendant
with gilded surface and poorly executed chased design of cabled border and tendrils, probably eleventh or
twelfth century.
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and the narrow (but level) summit makes it
appear more like a bank, perhaps to be
surmounted by a palisade, than a mound to
support or surround a tower.⁵²
There is little evidence that the church was
contained within a defensive bailey. The
terracing on the north and east sides of the
churchyard most likely represents the build up
of centuries of grave soil against the original
boundary,⁵³ rather than a defensive enclosure,
and there is no evidence for continuation of the
substantial ditches of the rectangular enclosure
around the church in either the earthwork or
geophysical data.⁵⁴ However, the other
earthworks, original churchyard boundary (Fig.
12; Fig. 6:k, l) and roads all share the same
alignment as the rectangular enclosure,
suggesting a relationship.⁵⁵
The topographical situation of the rectangular
enclosure, on the flank of a spur of land rather
than on its crest, and not in a position to
effectively dominate any significant local lines
of communication (Fig. 13), seems to suggest
that the site was chosen for reasons other than
military necessity: it was most likely constrained
by an ‘inherited landscape’⁵⁶ of existing features
and patterns of land use. Church and manor are
often found in close proximity⁵⁷, sometimes also
with a mill forming a ‘magnate core’⁵⁸ at the
heart of many medieval settlements. In
morphology, size and location, the rectangular
enclosure is reminiscent of ringwork⁵⁹ phases
of manorial sites with archaeologically attested
pre-Conquest origins, such as Goltho,
Lincolnshire, and Sulgrave, Northamptonshire.⁶⁰
Cuckney has an early placename,⁶¹ the medieval
parish contained multiple townships, and it has
a parish church that was unusually large from
an early period.⁶² These factors suggest Cuckney
may have been a significant place before the
Conquest. It seems likely that, should excavation
of the rectangular enclosure be attempted, a
similar picture of high status late Saxon
occupation may emerge.⁶³

While the evidence suggests the castle was
located to the west of the church, whether it is
represented by the excavated palisade, the
earthwork enclosure, both, or neither, is unclear.
The palisade at least appears to be of broadly the
right date and seems to have had a short life.⁴⁵
It is also well placed topographically to control
the crossing of the River Poulter and the Poulter
valley to the west.⁴⁶
That this exact location was re-occupied during
WWII seems to demonstrate its military
suitability. It is unfortunate that the line of the
palisade cannot be traced with certainty outside
the excavation trench due to the superimposed
WWII earthworks and landscaping for modern
gardens to the south: the relationship between
palisade and rectangular enclosure is therefore
unclear.
The earthworks to the west of the church are
undated by excavation and include a range of
features and terraces. The main element is
interpreted as a rectangular enclosure (Fig.
6:c-h) with ditches of up to ten metres wide (Fig.
6:a, g), though recognition of it as a coherent
feature is contingent on accepting that the
modern ha-ha⁴⁷ was dug into an existing ditch.⁴⁸
The eastern ditch of the rectangular enclosure
(Fig. 6:g) and of the D-shaped platform to the
north (Fig. 6:3) appear to coincide, which might
suggest that, if not contemporary in origin, their
use may at least overlap in date.⁴⁹ The D-shaped
platform constrains an area of what appears to
be ridge and furrow agriculture to the east⁵⁰
(Fig. 6:7) and may therefore be medieval or
earlier. This appears to be corroborated by
sparse surface finds of pottery within the
rectangular enclosure, which indicate activity
between the mid/late eleventh and mid
thirteenth century.⁵¹
These earthworks have been identified as the
remains of a motte and bailey castle. The data
suggests that the motte may be illusory. It is a
linear bank that, due to the topography, appears
to be a more significant, mound-like, feature
than it actually is. It rises no higher than the
ground immediately to the south (Fig. 8:E-E'),
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Figure 12: Part of Cuckney c.1630 from the edge of William Senior’s map of the adjacent township of Norton,
redrawn and overlain on LiDAR DTM hillshade model. Unfortunately no contemporary map of Cuckney is known.
The course of the Poulter and the roads south of Cuckney churchyard seem to be schematic (i.e. - inaccurate)
but the churchyard and road to Norton appear to have been surveyed in. The church outline is taken from the
modern survey.

Figure 13: Viewshed analysis showing areas intervisible with an assumed two metre high palisade on top of
the earthwork bank. (Fig 6:c) (indicated by red star). Non-visible areas are greyed out. Note the very limited
visibility, rendering the site invisible from most of the surrounding area, including the original main road
between Mansfield to Worksop, highlighted in red between Church Warsop and Norton. Basemap LiDAR DTM
elevation coloured from yellow (high) to purple (low). Created using original data supplied by Bluesky.
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Notes

An attractive hypothesis is that the rectangular
enclosure was constructed around the heart of
a late Saxon manor, either in late Saxon times
or following the Norman Conquest, and that
the palisade taking in the higher ground to the
west was a later addition to increase the
military effectiveness of the site at a time of
instability, such as the Anarchy.⁶⁴
In this context an alternative theory for the
changes in settlement can be advanced: was it
the manor rather than part of the village that
moved? Manorial sites could be quite mobile,
their locations altering as the needs, fortunes
and expectations of the holder (and their
peers) changed.⁶⁵ The granting of St Mary’s to
Welbeck Abbey after the Anarchy need not
indicate abandonment of the castle,⁶⁶ but was
this act part of a 'clean sweep' that saw the
manorial complex moved to a new site
untainted by associations with Thomas’ acts
during the troubles? Or did the granting of the
mill 'and works lying to it' to Welbeck during
the reign of Henry II by Thomas' successor
Simon fitz Simon⁶⁷ necessitate the move?⁶⁸
Or could it simply have been moved onto
flatter land where there was more room for
expansion? Unfortunately, while the house
now occupying the plot investigated south of
the church is the largest historic secular
building in Cuckney it makes no claims of
former manorial status to aid this line of
enquiry.⁶⁹
Ultimately,
like
all
archaeological
investigations, the present work has posed
more questions than it has answered.
However, the results provide a baseline of
empirical evidence from which discussion of
Cuckney castle can progress, in addition to
demonstrating the potential of the site to
reward further investigation.
David Budge

¹ Cuckney, Norton, Holbeck Woodhouse and Nether
Langwith (White 1864, 663): Welbeck was originally
also part of the parish, which contained a number of
other settlements that did not have the status of
townships (Throsby 1796, 371)
² e.g. Hillman and Cook 2016, 88; Gaunt 2019; Gaunt
2020, 95. This will have had significant impact on
survival of earthworks in the valley
³ Throsby 1796, 371-7
⁴ Ordnance Survey County Series Nottinghamshire
sheet XVIII.6, 1885
⁵ Shoeing the king's palfrey, on all four feet, when
the king visited his manor at Mansfield; the custom
may have originated before the Conquest (Throsby
1796, 371-7)
⁶ Throsby 1796, 371-7
⁷ And 'indeed we are fortunate to know as much of
an adulterine castle' (Barley 1951, 27). How appropriate the term 'adulterine' may be is detailed by
Coulson (1994, 68-9) and Creighton and Wright
(2016, 82-4)
⁸ Said to consist of males of fighting age buried in
mass grave trenches. No such burials were seen
when Maurice Barley visited during the works; his
account was based on the testimony of the workmen
(Barley 1951, 27). The bodies have been interpreted
as the dead from what must have been a large scale
but otherwise unrecorded Anarchy period battle
with unusually high casualties (Barley 1951, 28-9); or
from the Saxon Battle of Hatfield (Reville 1975, 47-8):
unless it is ever possible to subject the bones to
scientific analysis it remains equally probable that
they represent centuries of superimposed, unrelated, burials within the church, fancifully interpreted
by workmen with no archaeological training
⁹ Barley 1951, 28
¹⁰ HE 2020a
¹¹ Of the motte: ‘there are scant remains. It is just
about recognisable, revetted by a stone wall in front
of a deep ditch’ Speight 1994, 66-7
¹² Speight 1994, 67; other than considering that the
church was in the bailey and that there was a motte
she does not indicate a preferred layout
¹³ Contra the Scheduling’s ‘well preserved’ state: 'the
motte is barely recognisable ... whilst the bailey
earthworks are weak and confused, any internal
features having been obliterated by the graveyard'
(Creighton 1998, 477)
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¹⁴ Barley 1951, 28; Speight 1994, 67; Creighton 1998,
168-9, 177
¹⁵ Either it has been completely filled in to the south
of the church (HE 2020a); never existed because the
castle was unfinished (HE 2015); or the eastern side
was left undefended and open to function as an
entrance (HE 2020a)!
¹⁶ Undertaken on behalf of the Battle of Hatfield
Investigation Society (BOHIS), funded by the Heritage
Lottery Fund
¹⁷ The work was undertaken by Mercian Archaeological Services CIC (MAS) for BOHIS, with the exception
of the GPR survey by RSK Geophysics. The LiDAR was
captured by Bluesky International at 0.25m resolution
and analysed by MAS. The final report is in preparation: Budge 2020a details the late 12th/early 13th
century painting in the church and interim details on
the fieldwork are Budge 2018a; Budge 2018b; Gaunt
2015; Gaunt 2018. For greater detail than there is
space for here, particularly on the pottery dating and
details of interpretation, the reader is referred to the
archive report, to be deposited with the Archaeological Data Service (ADS) under OASIS ID merciana2342895
¹⁸ The work was funded by BOHIS and the Sherwood
Forest Archaeology Project. The metal detector
survey was undertaken by BOHIS and the Warsop and
Chesterfield metal detecting clubs; the fieldwalking
by MAS; reporting on both surveys is by MAS (Budge
2020b). At the time of writing the project was incomplete due to a government imposed lockdown
¹⁹ HE 2020a
²⁰ Budge 2019, 64-5
²¹ No clear dating evidence came from the fill, but
residual pot boilers (FISH 2020, 92) and mid or late
Saxon pottery in overlying deposits could hint at
either a prehistoric to Roman or Saxon date
²² The western bank of the ha-ha (Fig. 6:c) is constructed of stone-free sands very similar to the geological substratum seen in the excavation. Sand and
gravel is however present on the floodplain, as
observed in a grave dug east of the church in 2015,
so the pebbles in the bank material need not have
been brought from far away
²³ The lack of abrasion, and the fact that several
vessels were represented by multiple sherds, would
not be inconsistent with such an assertion
²⁴ Unfortunately none of the ceramic 'markers' that
would help refine the dating to one or other half of
the twelfth century were present

²⁵ Which would probably also include serving vessels
and perhaps bowls. It may reflect specific tasks:
sooted jars are often taken to have been used in
cooking but may also be used for industrial, alchemical and medicinal processes (Moorhouse 1983,
182-94). At South Mimms castle, Hertfordshire, a
high proportion of jars was taken to represent 'mass
feeding of troops in the bailey' (Kent et al 2013, 27).
As the bank includes imported soil it is not impossible
that it incidentally contains a disturbed twelfth
century deposit, rather than necessarily indicating
cooking activity here, or even construction of the
palisade, in the twelfth century. The idea that the
pots were used and broken at the time of construction of the palisade is, however, an attractive one.
²⁶ These could easily have been residual but as
neither ware type (Developed Stamford type and
Northern Gritty type ware) was represented in the
bank assemblage they are at least unlikely to have
been recycled out of the underlying deposits
²⁷ The artefacts discovered suggested it was used for
practice in or after 1943, probably by the Sherwood
Foresters Regiment (Budge 2019, 61)
²⁸ The sondage dug through the bank was only one
metre wide. Spacing of posts at Hen Domen was
greater than 2m (Barker and Higham 1982, fig. 23);
at Mirville the walkway posts were spaced at c.1 1.3m intervals (Higham and Barker 1992 fig 8.26) for
example
²⁹ Roberts 1987, 33
³⁰ Stamford ware and the other Saxo-Norman type
wares from the trenches were absent, while local
'type fossils' of the second half of the twelfth century
included splashed ware made at Skegby, in production for a very short period in the mid / late twelfth
century (Budge 2010, 185; Budge 2017, 50) (i.e.
post-Anarchy)
³¹ Similar buckles from London are in contexts of CP6,
c.1150-1200 (Egan and Pritchard 2002, no 270; no
303): they are likely to have been in use for some
time before being discarded so an Anarchy period
dating is not impossible
³² This pendant belongs to an early sub-class of
Ashley's 'non-armorial' type (Ashley 2002, 4) with
prominent suspension loops projecting to the rear
of the pendant (e.g. PAS BERK-4314C5; PUBLICEEE01D; WMID-204CD1; NMS-8F322B) and decoration that can mainly be paralleled in late
Saxon/Anglo-Scandinavian art. For similar borders
see a late-Saxon hooked tag from London (Pritchard
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1991, 149-50); for the Ringerike style tendrils and
bud see a stirrup from Wiltshire (Backhouse et al
1984, 104-6); a silver brooch from the Isle of Ely
(Zarnecki et al 1984, 236) and a lead alloy buckle
frame from London (Pritchard 1991, 152-3), all
eleventh century. This pendant may be eleventh or
twelfth century in date
³³ While not datable by form, the gilding of belt
accessories had given way to tinning by the midthirteenth century in London (Egan and Pritchard
2002, 21). Detailed description and analysis of the
damage, demonstrating why it is likely to have been
caused by a bladed object while the buckle was still
attached to a belt, will be found in the archive report
³⁴ 'Sandy Lane' (Sanderson 1835) bypassed Cuckney,
going straight through Norton and across the
grounds of Welbeck (Cary 1787; Chapman 1776): the
modern A60 became the main route in the nineteenth century when the roads through Welbeck
were diverted around the grounds
³⁵ Colvin 1951, 64-5
³⁶ Possibly as early as the mid / late ninth century
but more likely from the mid-tenth (Budge 2019, 64)
³⁷ The place name includes the Old English component for 'island' (Gover Mawer and Stenton 1940,
75), sensu dry ground surrounded by marsh, but
interpreted as 'hill spur' overlooking a river in adjacent north Derbyshire (Gelling 1984, 34; 36): both
suggest the original settlement was in proximity to
the river, with the latter being a better fit for the
topography and potentially locating the original
settlement on the spur to the west of the church in
the vicinity of trench 1
³⁸ The earliest in-situ masonry is the twelfth century
tower (Historic England 2020b) and south doorway
(Barley 1951, 28; Coffman and Thurlby 2000, 42).
Re-used masonry fragments including an eleventh or
twelfth century possible gable cross (Everson and
Stocker 2015, 201) and a late eleventh or early
twelfth century engaged capital (pers obs) suggest
an earlier stone building on or near the site of the
current one
³⁹ Morris 1977, 19.36; 22.2
⁴⁰ From processes instigated by the peasants to
top down imposition by lords (Dyer 2002, 21-3)
⁴¹ Challis 2002, 68
⁴² The two main periods being the urban castles
constructed after the Norman conquest (Marshall
and Samuels 1994, 55) and, in rural locations, during
the Anarchy (Creighton 2002, 222)

⁴³ Wright and Creighton 2016, 158
⁴⁴ Archaeological evidence of probable movement,
as opposed to removal, of populations for elite secular
building projects include Norwich (Popescu 2016, 8);
Trowbridge, Wiltshire (Graham and Davies 1993, 148);
and Lillingstone Lovell, Buckinghamshire (Jones and
Page 2006, 162)
⁴⁵ As might be expected of an Anarchy period fortification (Creighton and Wright 2016, 114-5)
⁴⁶ Though contra Reville (1975, 46) this was not a
major route; it lead into the fields north west of the
settlement then meandered around various local
settlements, trending north west towards Clowne in
Derbyshire
⁴⁷ Primarily a feature of parkland, they were sometimes used around church yards (e.g. Hamlin 1987, 17)
⁴⁸ The similar width of the ditches (Fig. 6:a, g),
especially the east (Fig. 6:g) where the ha-ha was not
cut, makes this seem plausible. However, the construction of the ha-ha will have modified the features
into which it was dug, potentially eliminating any
causeways, and masking internal features under the
soil packed behind the revetment wall
⁴⁹ A similar arrangement of ditched and banked
ringworks with attached ditched (only) baileys (presumably palisaded) can be seen at Amerston and
Acton Bank, both in Shropshire (Higham and Barker
1992, fig 7.5; 7.6), for example
⁵⁰ This small and isolated patch would work best if it
were the last remnant of the northern tip of a field
that originally encompassed the archaeologically
attested late Saxon agricultural land to the south. If
this were the case the church would have to be seen
as having been built on cultivated land, implying either
a very late Saxon, post-Conquest or post-Anarchy
foundation. This would be at odds with the arguments
for an early foundation preferred here, but cannot be
excluded on the present evidence. Conversely, it
would strengthen the arguments for an early (probably pre-Conquest) origin for the enclosure earthworks
to the west
⁵¹ Budge 2016, 136 for twelfth to mid thirteenth
century rim; a very fresh sherd of Stamford ware
fabric A/B found subsequently in rabbit spoil just west
of the letter 'c' on Fig 6 is definitely pre-Anarchy.
Despite many mole hills the D-shaped platform has
yet to reveal any dating evidence
⁵² Creighton and Wright 2016, 102-4. If it is part of
the bank around the enclosure, however, it is unclear
why it has a level top rather than following the
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last resident lord of Cuckney as Simon was 'of Brixworth', Northamptonshire. Cuckney passed by
Simon's daughter to the de Fauconberg family, who
had interests in Yorkshire (Banks 1808, 176). In 1329
Sir Henry de Fauconberg passed the whole manor of
Cuckney to the Bishop of Ely, who promptly transferred it to Welbeck Abbey (Throsby 1796, 371-7)

contour (perhaps to enhance its visual impact from
the west?) and why it survives as a significant feature
on the west side only
⁵³ Rodwell 1981, 134; perhaps also some deliberate
levelling: Morris 1989, 240-1
⁵⁴ The counter argument, that there was a bailey
around the church but it does not physically survive
(e.g. Creighton 2002, 123 - not in relation to Cuckney)
or that one was intended but never constructed (HE
2020a), could still be made. If so the former is
perhaps more likely due to the shared alignments of
churchyard, roads and earthworks
⁵⁵ This could have been due to the existence of a
bailey, but is perhaps more likely of greater antiquity:
linear relationships were common in high status late
Saxon sites (Morris 1989 260-1; Chapman 2010,
240-1; Baker 2013, 212-8)
⁵⁶ Wright and Creighton 2016, 156
⁵⁷ Such churches are considered likely to originate
as private (pre-Conquest) foundations of a lord
(Morris 1989, 274) and can indicate that a site was
of manorial status (Chapman 2010, 241)
⁵⁸ Creighton and Barry 2012, 75
⁵⁹ Use of the term 'ringwork' has been eschewed in
this paper in favour of 'rectangular enclosure' as only
on the north side does the surviving bank approach
the two metre height of King and Alcock's definition
(1969, 90). However, given the likely original size of
banks constructed from ditches of c. 8-10m width,
ringwork may be an appropriate epithet
⁶⁰ Beresford 1987; Davison 1977, 111-4
⁶¹ 'Likely to be among the earliest names in any
district' (Gelling 1984, 33)
⁶² Pevsner & Williamson 2003, 110; Anon no date,
1; Budge 2020, 51-3
⁶³ The nineteenth century graveyard extension has
only been used for a single phase of burials: archaeological deposits should therefore be well preserved
between graves
⁶⁴ In a most perceptive observation based upon
much slighter evidence than that available to the
current writer, Philip Davis essentially proposed just
such a sequence of development (Davis 2017)
⁶⁵ Creighton and Barry 2012 72-4
⁶⁶ Speight 1994, 67. Castles demolished after the
Anarchy could also remain in use as manorial sites
(Creighton and Wright 2016, 114-5)
⁶⁷ Throsby 1796, 371-7. Thomas was probably the

⁶⁸ Loss of a mill to environmental change may have
been a factor that occasioned the movement of the
manor at West Cotton, Raunds, Northamptonshire,
for example (Chapman 2010, 243)
⁶⁹ The house is the Ulvers, late eighteenth century
according to the Listing (HE 2020c). Despite the size
it does not seem to have been called 'old manor' or
similar. There is nothing to suggest a manor on the
historic maps, street or place names, or in the claims,
fictitious or otherwise, of any of the other historic
buildings in the settlement
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